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The synthesis, characterization and photocatalytic performance of non-traditional Al₂O₃-TiO₂-based photocatalysts is reported. Al₂O₃-TiO₂ support was loaded with various fractions of CuO and ZrO₂. A sound agreement was observed between the bandgaps of synthesized powders measured by UV-Visible diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) in the solid phase and UV-Visible spectroscopy in the aqueous medium. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis revealed the composite nature of the catalysts with the retention of individual identity of each component. The average crystallite size of the individual component was found to be in the range of 20 to 40 nm. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis authenticated the presence of CuO and ZrO₂ at the surface of Al₂O₃-TiO₂ support, while Rutherford Back Scattering Spectroscopy (RBS) confirmed the quantity of the modifiers as per theoretical calculations. The composites showed an enhanced photocatalytic activity in sunlight compared to Al₂O₃-TiO₂ for the degradation of dyes. Efforts were made to elucidate the enhanced sunlight response of the synthesized composite catalysts compared to Al₂O₃-TiO₂. As monitored by ion chromatography (IC), the synthesized photocatalysts completely mineralized the dyes leaving behind inorganic ions in solution. The kinetics of photocatalytic degradation of dyes was evaluated for optimum correlation with the existing models. The stability of the photocatalysts against the photo-corrosion was monitored by analyzing the samples for respective metals in solution after sunlight exposure.
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Introduction

Sunlight photocatalysed water decontamination leading to the complete oxidation of organic contaminants is considered as an economically viable option for water purification in the future.[1–10] Although TiO₂ is the most suitable and widely studied photocatalyst for the degradation of variety of contaminants in water, owing to wide bandgap of 3.2 eV. Hence its activity is limited as it can harvest only 3% of the total sunlight.[11,12] There is a great demand to enhance its activity in natural sunlight by applying suitable surface modification without losing its inherent activity.

Among the other existing surface modification techniques, TiO₂-based mixed oxide composites have proved to be the efficient photocatalysts in the visible region.[13,14] A number of papers are reported recently to enhance the response of TiO₂ to solar spectrum using SnO₂, ZnO and ZrO₂ as surface modifiers.[15–22] Our previous studies with wide bandgap semiconductors such as ZnO and NiO proved that the composite formation is a suitable tool for enhancing the photocatalytic performance.[23–26] However the choice of suitable surface modifier and its compatibility with the base material in terms of its physical, chemical and optical properties is essential.[27–32]

Al₂O₃, besides its use in enhancing the spectral response, photocatalytic activity and solar energy conversion of TiO₂,[33–36] is well known for its adsorption ability due to exchangeable ions at the surface. The presence of insulating layers of Al₂O₃ at the surface of TiO₂ suppresses the unwanted charge recombination, thus enhancing the photocatalytic activity.[33] ZrO₂ is a wide bandgap (E_g =
4.5eV) semiconductor with a diverse use in the ceramic industry. A number of researchers have reported an enhanced photocatalytic activity of TiO$_2$ when modified with ZrO$_2$ as it alters the band gap leading to a greater absorption of light in the visible spectral region\cite{37,38} CuO is a visible light responsive p-type semiconductor with a bandgap of 1.7eV\cite{39}

The presence of CuO at the surface of TiO$_2$ induces the interfacial electron transfer, thus suppressing the charge carrier recombination process for enhanced photocatalytic activity and spectral response. As CuO is an electron deficient p-type semiconductor, it acts as a sink for photo-generated electrons\cite{40}

In the present study, owing to the established role of CuO, ZrO$_2$ and Al$_2$O$_3$ in photocatalysis, Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ (5% Al$_2$O$_3$)-based four composites were synthesized by varying the ratios of CuO and ZrO$_2$. The photocatalytic activities of synthesized composite photocatalysts were evaluated in sunlight for the degradation of dyes, namely Direct Sky Blue 5B (DSB), Congo Red (CR), Alizarine Yellow (AY), Indigo Carmine (IC) and Rose Bengal (RB). The dyes were selected on the basis of their absorption spectra, $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ and the extent of absorption band so as to evaluate the contribution of indirect charge transfer photocatalysis induced by the dye molecules along with direct photocatalysis.

Materials and methods

**Synthesis of CuO-ZrO$_2$-Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ composites**

CuO-ZrO$_2$@Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ composites were synthesized by a co-precipitation sedimentation method, using ammonium carbonate as a precipitating agent, in two steps\cite{41}. In the first step, Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ support was synthesized by suspending the appropriate amount of TiO$_2$ (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, 99.99%) in 500 mL of deionized water and homogenized for 30 min under stirring. The dissolved stoichiometric amount of Al(NO$_3$)$_3$·9H$_2$O (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, 99.99%) was added to TiO$_2$ suspension and precipitated by a drop-wise addition of (NH$_4$)$_2$CO$_3$. The slurry was aged overnight with continuous stirring at room temperature. The resultant precipitates, after drying at 100°C overnight, were calcined at 400°C for 4 h. The CuO and ZrO$_2$ loaded Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ composites were synthesized by using the respective metal nitrates and appropriate amounts of Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$. The compositions and designated identifications of the synthesized catalysts are listed in Table 1.

**Characterization of CuO-ZrO$_2$@Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ composites**

The bandgaps of synthesized composite powders were determined by UV/Visible diffused reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) in the solid state phase and UV-Visible spectroscopy in the aqueous phase. The XRD patterns of the synthesized powders were acquired using a Scintag (Cupertino, CA, USA) XDS 2000 diffractometer, equipped with a Cu-K$_\alpha$ radiation source. The crystallite sizes of various phases were calculated by applying Scherer’s equation to the main reflection peaks of the respective XRD pattern. The Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan, JSM 6490-A) was applied to investigate the morphology of synthesized composites. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was employed for the elemental analysis and distribution of modifier metal. A collimated 2.0-MeV He$^{2+}$ beam 20 nA and 20 µC of 5-mm diameter produced by Tandem Pelletron Accelerator (5UDH-2, National Electrostatic Corporation, Middleton, WI, USA), was used for RBS measurements. The XPS spectra of synthesized composites were obtained by a wide survey scan between 0 to 1000 eV binding energies using an X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer (PHI 5000 Versa Prob II, ULVAC-PHI Inc., Kanagawa, Japan).

The photocatalytic degradation of dyes (50 mgL$^{-1}$) was studied in the aqueous medium. The catalyst/dye suspension (100 mg/100 mL) was exposed to focused sunlight in a Pyrex® glass reactor with stirring. The degradation process was monitored by analyzing the samples, drawn at regular intervals, using UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan, UV-1800). The amount of the catalyst was optimized by exposing the varying amounts of catalyst for a fixed exposure time. The photocatalytic activity of individual dye was evaluated by performing the experiments with pure CuO, ZrO$_2$ and Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$. The role of direct photolysis in dye degradation was estimated by exposing the dye solution to sunlight for 1 h without a catalyst. The adsorption of dyes on different catalysts was evaluated by performing the reaction in the dark. The progress of mineralization was observed by measuring the expected anions in selected samples by ion chromatograph (Shimadzu HIC-20A).

Results and discussion

**Absorption spectra and bandgap evaluation**

The absorption spectra of the synthesized powders were recorded by suspending them in the aqueous medium. The absorption edge of the valence band was identified by extrapolating the curves obtained by plotting the photon
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Fig. 1. Graphical determination of bandgaps of Al₂O₃-TiO₂ and synthesized composites by extrapolating \( hν \) versus \((αhν)^2\) curves to x-axis. The onset shows the absorption spectra of Al₂O₃-TiO₂ and synthesized composites in the aqueous medium (color figure available online).

Energy \((hν)\) versus \((αhν)^2\) while “α” was evaluated by using the following equation:[42–44]

\[
α = \frac{1}{\tau} \frac{A}{\log e} = \frac{1}{\tau} \frac{A}{2.303} (\text{cm}^{-1})
\]

The absorption spectra and the graphical evaluation of the bandgaps of synthesized powders are presented in Figure 1, showing an enhanced absorption in the visible region with the increasing concentration of CuO can be observed. For ZA-I, all the three absorbing components, i.e., CuO, TiO₂ and ZrO₂, with the band gaps of 1.65, 3.1 and 4.5eV, respectively, were identified, yet for ZA-II and ZA-III only the absorption bands of CuO and TiO₂ were identified revealing the suppression of photon absorption with increasing ZrO₂ concentration. The absence of bandgaps of TiO₂ and ZrO₂ for ZA-IV clearly predicts the complete surface coverage by CuO particles.

To validate the above-mentioned procedure, the bandgaps of the synthesized powders were evaluated by solid state diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. The band gap analysis plots of Kubelka–Munk (K-M) function versus photon energy \((hν)\) are depicted in Figure 2. The comparison of the bandgaps in the solid and aqueous phase is presented in Table 2, showing that both procedures are equally suitable for the evaluation of bandgaps of the semiconductor powders. The minor shifts of the bandgaps towards either the higher or lower wavelengths are due to enhanced d-d and charge transfer transitions in the solid phase compared to the aqueous medium.

### Structural and morphological characterization

A comparison of XRD patterns of the synthesized composite photocatalysts is depicted in Figure 3, where it can be observed that the reflections arising from TiO₂ are dominant in the XRD patterns of all the four composites. The reflections at 2θ positions of 26.634, 32.281 and 74.398 confirmed the presence of CuO phase (JCPDS-34-1354). Similarly, the reflections at 2θ positions of 35.190 and 67.883 matched those of Al₂O₃ (JCPDS-34-0493). Low intensity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>CuO</th>
<th>ZrO₂</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>CuO</th>
<th>ZrO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZA-I</td>
<td>3.3 eV</td>
<td>1.45 eV</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZA-II</td>
<td>3.0 eV</td>
<td>1.45 eV</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZA-III</td>
<td>3.1 eV</td>
<td>1.5 eV</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZA-IV</td>
<td>3.2 eV</td>
<td>1.5 eV</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. Graphical determination of bandgaps of Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ and synthesized composites by extrapolating $E$ versus $(E \times F(R))^2$ curves to x-axis where $F(R)$ are derived from the diffuse reflectance spectra of Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ and synthesized composites in the solid state.
peaks at the $2\theta$ positions of 38.362, 60.05 and 70.369 were identical to the standard pattern of ZrO$_2$ (JCPDS-17-0385). The average crystal sizes of all the phases, as calculated by Scherrer’s equation using FWHM values of the most intense peaks, were 26 nm, 29 nm, 32 nm and 37 nm for ZA-I, ZA-II, ZA-III and ZA-IV, respectively. The increase in the crystallite size with increasing the concentration of CuO reflects the enhanced surface coverage or formation of CuO aggregates at the surface. As presented in Figure 4, the morphology of synthesized powders was evaluated by FESEM. The fibrous nano-aggregates of ZrO$_2$, which shrink with the decreasing concentration of ZrO$_2$ from ZA-I to ZA-IV, can be clearly seen in all the micrographs. It was observed that the CuO loading has no significant effect on the morphology of TiO$_2$. A mild increase in the particle size can be observed with increasing the concentration of CuO, which is in accordance with XRD finding as metal oxides can modulate the surface of the catalyst by enhancing the dispersion of active sites. The RBS spectra of the synthesized powders are
presented in Figure 5, which confirmed the homogeneous layer deposition of surface modifiers without irregularities.

The comparison of XPS survey scans of the synthesized composites is presented in Figure 6, where an increase in the Cu2p1 and Cu2p3 peaks at 952.8 eV and 933.6 eV, representing the +2 oxidation state of Cu, can be observed from ZA-I to ZA-IV. Similarly a decrease in the intensity of Zr3d peak at 183.2 eV can be observed with the decreasing concentration of ZrO2 at the surface from ZA-I to ZA-IV. The binding energy of 183.2 eV, although shifted to a higher value due to the matrix effect, depicts +4 oxidation state of Zr in the form of ZrO2.

The intense peak of Ti2p was observed at a binding energy of 458.7 eV, which is in good agreement with the standard binding energy (458.68 eV) of TiO2, while Al2p peak in synthesized composites observed at the binding energy of 76.0 eV, which shows that Al occurs in the +3 oxidation state in the form of Al2O3. As expected, the O1s peak appears at the binding energy of 528.8 eV. Due to the complex nature of matrix in the composites, a mild shift in some of the binding energies, compared to standard values, was observed, which is acceptable in multi-oxide complex systems.

**Photocatalytic performance of synthesized composites**

For TiO2, the high charge recombination rate and shorter life span of excited states (10−9-10−12 s), suppresses the formation of oxidizing species. Also the wide bandgap of 3.2 eV restricts the absorption of photons in the visible spectrum, i.e., E_{photon} ≤ 380 nm that limits its use in the sunlight with the major portion of light in the visible region. The issue of recombination inhibition and light harvesting in the visible region can be tackled via modifying the surface of a wide bandgap photocatalyst by composite formation, which induces the charge separation through the interfacial charge transfer between the allowed energy states. A possible mechanism of charge carries trapping with respect to TiO2 in the synthesized composites can be elaborated by the following set of equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hbar \nu + \text{TiO}_2 & \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2(h^+ + e^-) \\
\text{TiO}_2(h^+ + e^-) + \text{CuO} & \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2(h^+) + \text{CuO}(e^-) \\
\text{TiO}_2(h^+ + e^-) + \text{CuO} & \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2(e^-) + \text{CuO}(h^+) \\
\text{TiO}_2(h^+ + e^-) + \text{CuO} & \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2 + \text{CuO}(h^+, e^-)
\end{align*}
\]

In the present study, it was observed that the presence of Al2O3, a non-semiconductor, enhanced the adsorption of dyes on the composites. It is important to mention here that apart from enhancing the adsorption of dyes, no significant role of Al2O3 in either enhancing or suppressing the photodegradation process both in composites and Al2O3-TiO2 support was observed.

In photocatalytic degradation processes, the degradation of dyes is accomplished by two plausible modes namely; direct and charge transfer indirect photocatalysis. Direct photocatalytic degradation of dyes proceeds though the oxidation of dyes by the oxidizing species generated as a result of a direct bandgap excitation of the semiconductor photocatalyst, yet in the indirect charge transfer photocatalysis, the oxidizing species are generated by dye assisted energy injection to the valence band of photocatalyst. The two modes of photocatalytic dye degradation can be represented by the following equations:

**Direct photocatalysis**

\[
\begin{align*}
\hbar \nu + \text{TiO}_2 & \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2(h^+ + e^-) \\
\text{TiO}_2(h^+) + \text{H}_2\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{OH}^* + \text{H}^+ \\
\text{TiO}_2(e^-) + \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow \text{O}_2^* \\
\text{Dye} + (\text{O}_2^* + \text{OH}^*) & \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]
Indirect charge transfer photocatalysis

\[
\text{Dye} + h\nu \rightarrow \text{Dye}^*
\]
\[
\text{Dye}^* + \text{TiO}_2 \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2(h^+ + e^-)
\]
\[
\text{TiO}_2(h^+) + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{OH}^* + \text{H}^+
\]
\[
\text{OH}^* + \text{OH}^* \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2
\]
\[
\text{TiO}_2(e^-) + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{O}_2^*-\cdot
\]
\[
\text{Dye} + (\text{O}_2^*-\cdot + \text{OH}^*) \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

In the present study the choice of the dye is based on their absorption spectra so as to evaluate the contribution of direct and indirect photocatalysis in the dye degradation process. Among the selected dyes only Rose Bengal (RB) does not possess any strong absorption band in the absorption region of TiO\(_2\), i.e., 200-400 nm, while the rest of the dyes possess strong absorption band in the same region. The percentage of the dye degraded as a function of time was evaluated using the relation as mentioned here.

\[
\text{Degradation} (\%) = \left(\frac{C_t - C_o}{C_o}\right) \times 100 = \left(\frac{A_t - A_o}{A_o}\right) \times 100
\]

where \(C_o\) and \(C_t\) are the concentrations, while \(A_o\) and \(A_t\) are the absorbance values of the dye solution before and after irradiation, respectively.

Photocatalytic degradation of dyes

The structures of the dyes used to investigate the photocatalytic performance of the synthesized composites are presented in Scheme 1.

Direct Sky Blue 5B is an azo dye with two absorption bands at \(\lambda = 598\) nm and \(\lambda = 313\) nm. The high intensity band with \(\lambda_{\text{max}} = 598\) nm wraps a region of 700–500 nm while the low intensity band at \(\lambda_{\text{max}} = 313\) nm covers a region of 370–260 nm. The low degradation response of Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)-TiO\(_2\) is mainly due to the fact that it can utilize only 3% of solar spectrum. Additionally the presence of low intensity band of DSB in the 370–260 nm region sweeps a significant number of photons, making these inaccessible to TiO\(_2\), thus causing a significant decrease in dye degradation. The observed degradation seems to be arising due to indirect photocatalysis initiated by the dye molecules.
For the four composites, the degradation increased sharply with increasing the concentration of CuO, which shows that both direct and indirect modes are operative simultaneously for the dye degradation as CuO with a bandgap of $\sim 1.7$ eV can absorb the photons having energy even below 700 nm. Also the energy transfer from excited dye molecules to CuO for the induction of charge separation for enhanced generation of excited species to degrade the dye cannot be ruled out. No appreciable role of ZrO$_2$ for enhancing the degradation process was observed. The analysis revealed that the degradation of DSB for Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ is $\sim 59\%$, which is comparatively low when compared with ZA-I ($\sim 87\%$), ZA-II ($\sim 89\%$), ZA-II ($\sim 98\%$) and ZA-IV ($\sim 99\%$) under sunlight exposure in 180 min as shown in Figure 7.

The degradation behavior of Congo Red (CR) was even more complex compared to DSB 5B as a low degradation of the dye was observed for Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$. CR, an azo dye, possesses two strong absorption bands, at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 495$ nm and at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 346$ nm. The band at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 346$ nm covers 400–280 nm region of the spectrum, which is the main photon absorption area of TiO$_2$. The absorption of appreciable number of photons by the dye molecules in this region (400–280 nm) causes a significant decrease in the activity of TiO$_2$. The decreased activity of Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ for the degradation of CR also indicated the decreased extent of indirect photocatalysis by the excited dye molecules.

To investigate the plausible causes, experiments were performed with the dye under the same conditions but without a photocatalyst. A higher extent of dye degradation, $\sim 28\%$, as a result of direct photolysis, was observed in CR compared to that of DSB 5B indicating that the absorbed photons in the UV region are consumed by the dye itself for self-degradation rather than transferring to TiO$_2$, thus causing a significant decrease in the photocatalytic degrada-

tion by TiO$_2$. All the synthesized catalysts showed a superior activity in sunlight exposure and $\sim 86\%$, $\sim 92\%$, $\sim 96\%$ and $\sim 99\%$ degradation was observed for ZA-I, ZA-II, ZA-II and ZA-IV, respectively, compared to $\sim 32\%$ for pure Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ in 180 min, as shown in Figure S1 (Supplementary Information). The increased activity of the composites is owing to their ability of harvesting the photons in the visible region even in the presence of strong absorption by the dye molecules.

Alizarine Yellow (AY) is an azo dye with a strong absorption band between 500–200 nm with $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 352.5$ nm, which predicts a complete coverage of the absorption region of TiO$_2$. The low degradation of this dye over the Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ base, i.e., $\sim 25\%$ in 180 min, was observed despite the fact that the only available mode of degradation is charge transfer photocatalysis rather than direct photocatalysis. The observed low degradation, $\sim 8\%$ in 180 min, of this dye by direct photolysis supports this finding. For composites, the dye degradation gradually increases with the increase in surface population density of CuO. The percentage degradation of $\sim 58\%$, $\sim 63\%$, $\sim 74\%$ and $\sim 78\%$ was observed for ZA-I, ZA-II, ZA-III and ZA-IV, respectively, as shown in Figure S2 (Supplementary Information).

Indigo Carmine (IC), an anionic dye with intramolecular hydrogen bonding, possesses two strong absorption bands between 500–700 nm with $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ at 610 nm and the second band between 200–400 nm. Despite the coverage of the excitation region of TiO$_2$ by the dye, a significantly high degradation, $\sim 83\%$ in 180 min, was observed for the Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$ base revealing the enhanced extent of charge transfer photocatalysis. For the synthesized composites, an increased degradation of $\geq 95\%$ were observed, which is shown in Figure S3 (Supplementary Information) suggesting charge separation synergy between TiO$_2$ and CuO.

Rose Bengal (RB), a halogenated phenolic dye, possesses only one strong absorption band between 500–600 nm with $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ at $\sim 556$ nm, while the rest of the region between 200–500 nm is available for TiO$_2$ absorption. For Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$, a significantly high degradation efficiency, i.e., $\sim 83\%$ in 180 min, was observed, which is inherent for TiO$_2$. For composites, the degradation decreases with the increasing CuO contents suggesting the loss of charge transfer effect with increasing the surface density of CuO. Compared to $83\%$ for Al$_2$O$_3$-TiO$_2$, the percentage degradation of RB was observed $\sim 93\%$, $\sim 92\%$, $\sim 88\%$ and $\sim 78\%$ for ZA-I, ZA-II, ZA-III and ZA-IV, respectively, as shown in Figure S4 (Supplementary Information).

Keeping in view the reaction conditions and the reactants involved, the kinetics of photocatalytic degradation of respective dyes were evaluated by applying various kinetic models. However, the best correlation of the degradation data was observed with pseudo–first-order kinetic model. The representative plot of ln ($C_0/C$) versus exposure time (t) for DSB 5B is presented in Figure 8 and the plots for the remaining dyes are provided in Figures S5–8 (Supplementary Information). A comparison of the
evaluated rate constants ($k_1$) and correlation factors ($R^2$) for the photodegradation of all dyes under the same conditions is provided in Table 3.

The stability of various components of composites was monitored by analyzing the solution samples using ICP-OES. All the samples were found to be stable against photocorrosion, while no decomposition of the catalyst was observed under sunlight exposure. The anions such as $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$, $\text{NO}_3^-$, $\text{Cl}^-$ and $\text{I}^-$ were identified by ion chromatography (IC) of the selected samples. The presence of $\text{CO}_3^{2-}$ was also observed.

### Comparison of the photocatalytic activity of individual components with composites

The assumption of enhanced photocatalytic activity in the composite form compared to individual components was verified by performing the experiments with the individual pure components. The photocatalytic degradation activity of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$-$\text{TiO}_2$ was discussed in detail previously. As expected, $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ did not show any photocatalytic activity for the degradation of the dyes, however, as verified by performing the experiments in the dark, a significant dye adsorption was observed. Although a semiconductor in nature, probably due to its wide bandgap, $\text{ZrO}_2$ failed to show any activity for dye degradation in sunlight. Pure $\text{CuO}$, although showed the photocatalytic activity for the degradation in sunlight, however the extent of dye degradation was much lower than that of composites, which revealed the synergetic effect between the components of composites.

### Conclusion

The study proved that the photocatalytic activity of $\text{TiO}_2$ can be enhanced by suitable tailoring of the band gap (absorbing surface). However, the optimum efficiency of the composite photocatalyst can be achieved by choosing suitable modifiers with compatible band structures, morphological phase and chemical characteristics to facilitate the photon initiated interfacial electron transfer between the allowed states of the semiconductors involved. From the photocatalytic degradation results, it can be concluded that different dyes contribute in the indirect excited state charge transfer photocatalysis to varying extent. More investigations are required to explore the exact mechanism of dye involvement in the charge transfer photocatalysis.
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